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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the development of a flexible, modular, and cost-effective PC-Based CNC
machine controller. Software is designed and developed to perform most of the standard CNC
machines control functions. This software is capable of accepting and inteqpreting the standard
CNC (G-Code) programs. [t also performs the most important CNC machine controller
functions; namely, interpolation and feed rate control. The software has been developed using
the Visual C++ programming language operating under WINDOWS environment. It has high
flexibility and expandability that makes the task of future development easier. System
perfonnance has been evaluated by applying the developed software to control an X-Y recorder,
simulating a CNC machine.
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INTRODUCTION
The introduction of computerized numerical control (CNC) machining systems in the early
1970s created an important application. Over the years, the requirements imposed on CNC
machines have steadily increased in their sophistication, necessitating the use of computers for
their control (Hariharan et al. 1978). Because of their obvious advantages of speed,

dependability, large storage capacity, and relatively low cost, modern personal computers (PCs)

are being used more and more as an integral part of CNC systems.a
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Today's increasing processor speeds and decreasing costs lure us to program most of the
conventional hardware controller functions inside a PC. Such an approach not only overcomes
problems like large physical space, time and cost of upgradation present in conventional
hardware controllers, but also provides us with a better user interface (Kommaredy et al. 1999).
CNC machines have their own programming language. To incorporate a PC in the
manufacturing process, it is necessary first to build powerful software that is capable of
performing the relatgC control functions. Therefore, the software to be developed must provide
the capability of accepting, interpreting, and executing programs.written in that language. In
other words, it must make the PC understand what the machine can execute. Hence, the software
must contain three interactive modules: input module, command interpreter module, and
execution module.
The input module is required to provide a way of inputting and editing CNC part programs,
Besides, it has to provide these prograr,,r with some kind of storage media (memory, disc files,
or possibly both), The command interpreter module is required to interpret the part program
commands and extract the necessary instructions from the raw input data available in those
commands. The extracted instructions should then be passed to the execution module, which is
responsible for executing them.
This paper is concemed with the development of a flexible, modular, easy to use software
capable of performing CNC control functions. The Visual C++ programming language operating
under WINDOWS environment will be used for this purpose.

SOFTWARE DESIGN
In order to enable thd personal computer to accept part programs and execute them, it might be
helpful here to devise a specific method. Hereby, each block of thc part program can be stored in
the memory as a distinct object containing all the infcrmation provided by the programmer in
that block. For instance, if the programmer has programmed a linear interpolation (Gl) block,
the X, Y, and Z distances, and the feed rate (F) value have all to be stored in an individual
corresponding object.
To meet this requirement a C-language structure has thereby been used to store one block of
information of the part program. The definition of this structure in the designed Visual C++
program is as follows:
typedef struct
)
int n, g,1P, 1r

long s, fr
float x, y, z,k,p,lt
{blockt
Where [, g, ffi, t, s, f, .:, y, and z are variables used to store the values of the N, G, M, T, S, F, X,
Y, and Z codes, respectively. Each one of the other variables (k, p.and l) is used to store
different codes according to the programmed operation (specified'by the G-Code). For example,
the k variable is used to store the J-code if a circular interpolation block is programmed, while it
is used to store the Q-code in case of a peck drilling cycle. This strategy was used to reduce the
storage requirements of the (block) structure.
Part programs, however, normally contain more than one block of information. Therefore an
array whose elements are structures of type (block) has been used to store the whole part
program. This array is associated with an index to keep track of the last entered block.
The array with its associated index were defined as elements of another structure (partprogram)
as follows:
typedef struct
)

block blockanay[ 1 000t1
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int indexr
{partprogramr
Finally a pointer to the partprogram structure was defined as given below:
partprogram* ptrr
This pointer allows access to the index and all of the elements (block structures) of the array.
To provide a method for entering and editing part programs, a dialog box as shown in Fig. (l)
was developed. This dialog box contains l8 edit boxes, each of which corresponds to one CNC
code. Similar dialog boxes were developed to save / load part programs, to start / stop the CNC
machine, and to set machine parameters.
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Fig. ( 1). The G_code programming dialog box.

INTERpolauoN6,ND FEED RATE coNTRoL
The most basic functions of a CNC machine control system are the interpolation and the feed
rate control. To perform these functions, two software routines have been developed; the
interpolation routine and the feed rate routine.
The interpolation routine performs linear and circular (clockwise and counterclockwise)
interpolations and is based on the software Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) method ( Koren
1979), ( Koren and Masory l98l), ( Koren 1976), (Pfeifer and Derenbachl9T3), and ( Al-Sudani
1986). Fig. A.(f )(Appendix A) shows the flow chart of this subroutine.
The feed rate routine, on the other hand, has been designed to use a WINDOWS timer callback
function. For a user specified feed rate of F millimeters per minute, the timer callback frequency
is f : F / (60 * BLU) in Hertz. BLU is the minimum length distinguishable by the machine
control unit and it is a measurement of the resolution of the system. The callback period is T =
60 * BLU / F in seconds (Spence 2000). During each callback function, a single iteration of the
currently active interpolation routine is executed. The flow chart of the feed rate routine is shown
in Fig. A.(2).

POSITIONING ROUTINE
In case of idle machining, the path of the cutting tool while travelling from one point to another
is without any significance. The only significant point here is to move the tool as rapidly as

possible.
As the software DDA method imposes a restriction on the maximum speed of the machine tool, a
simple and fast algorithm has been developed to perform positioning. This algorithm simulates
the operation of three position counters, one for each axis. The counters are incremented by one
for each iteration of this algorithm. Reaching the required position in any axis stops the count of

G-Code Programming

I
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the corresponding counter in subsequent iterations, The flow chart of the positioning routine is
given in Appendix A, Fig. A. (3).

APPLICATION
To prove the validity of the designed software, it has been applied to control an X-Y recorder.
This device was chosen to be the test platform since its operation principle is similar to that of
the CNC machine. Hereby, the recording area of the X-Y recorder simulates the CNC machine
table and its pen simulates the cutting tool of the machine. Fig. (2) depicts the block diagram of
the experimental set up used for this purpose.

o
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Fig. (2) The developed system block diagram

RECORDER INTERFACE CIRCUIT
This circuit interfaces the X-Y recorder to the parallel (printer/centronic) port of the PC. The
parallel port is an industrial standard interface designed for connecting printers to the PC.
However, it can be used for other purposes. The port connector rrn the PC is a 25-pin D-type
female connector. The connector pins are divided into three basic groups; namely the data group,
the control group, and the status group (An 1998).
Only four pins of the data group and one pin of the control group axe connected to the recorder
interface circuit. The four pins of the data group are used to provide the Up-Down counters of
the recorder interface with the necessary clock and direction signals. The reset signal of the Up-
Down counters is supplied by the first pin of the control group. The used pins together with their
corresponding numbers on the parallel port connector and their functions are listed in Table (1)

Table (1) The used parallel port connector pins,

a

Interface
Circuit

oo
oo

tttlllt

ccc

+
IT{TTIALIZE Control 16 Reset

DBO Data 2 X-Clock
DBl Data 3 Y-Clock

DataDB3 5 X-Direction
DB4 Data 6 Y-Direction
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The block diagram of the interface circuit is depicted in Fig. (3). The first stage of itris circuit is
the buffering stage, which provides the required current amplification to the parallel port output
signals.The buffer's output signals supply four Up-Down counters (rwo cascaded 4-bit counters
to form an 8-bit counter for each axis) with the necessary count and direction signals. The
complete circuit diagram of the interface circuit is given in Fig. B.(1) (Appendix B).

Clock To Recorder's

X-axis drive

From the
parallel port
connector

Clock
To Recorder's

Y-axis drive

Fig. (3) Block diagrarn of the interface circuit.

OPERATION PRINCIPLE
To simpliff the description of the operation principle of the overall system, the description is
divided into two parts; the software operations and the hardware operations.

Software Operations
The control program starts its operation by fetching the part program instruction (one by one)
from the memory. The control program then decodes each instruction and accordingly calls the
appropriate interpolation routine. Thus passing all the necessary values that comprehend
incremental distances and feed rate. In tum, the interpolation routine uses the passed values to
perform the necessary computations. The result of these computations is stored in a variable (K)
in the memory. The bits functions of this variable are hereby given in Table ( 2).
The following piece of code illustrates how the X-Direction and Y-Direction bits are set in the
interpolation routine :

>0)K:Kl8'
> 0) K:K I 16r

Where X and Y are the required (passed) incremental distances in the X and Y directions,
respectively, and ( I ) is a C-language operator that performs bit-wise OR operation.
The X-Clock and Y-Clock bits are handled similarly. For example, if a pulse needs to be sent to
the X-axis, the following operation is performed:
K=K I 1'

If, on the other hand, a pulse needs to be sent to the Y-axis, the operation given below is
performed:
K:K I 2r

a

rf (x
rf (Y

Buffer

DAC

DAC
8-bit

Up-Down
Counter

8-bit
Up-Down
Counter
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Table (2) Functions of the variable K bits

Bit Number
1(LSB) X-Clock

2 Y-Clock
3 Z-Clock
4 X-Direction
5 Y-Direction
6 Z-Drection
7 Unused

8(MSB) Unused

At the end of each iteration of the interpolation routine, the value of K is sent (through the pC
parallel port) to the interface circuit.

Hardware Operations
The parallel port output signals are fed (through the buffer) to the Up-Down counters. Depending
on the direction signal, the counter count is incremented or decremented every time a pulse is
received by its clook input. The digital output of each one of the two 8-bit Counters
(X-axis counter aud Y-axis counter) is then converted into an analog signal by an 8-bit DAC.
Each one of the two resulting analog signals is fed directly to drive the motor of the
corresponding axis of the X-Y recorder.
The magnitudes of the recorder input voltages controlthe position of the drawing pen within the
recording area. For instance, if the input range of the recorder is set to 0.1 V/ cm, then a 3V on
the X input and a 2V on the Y input yield a position of (3/0.1:30 cm) on the X-axis and
(210.1:20 cm) on the Y-axis.
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TEST PROGRAM
The application of a test G-Code program is given in this section. The dimensions (in mm) of the
test part are exiribited in Fig. (4). The G-Code program for this part consists of a sequence of
linear and circular interpolation blocks. A complete listing of this program is given below.
N1G0X20Y30Z0I
N2GlX0Y60Z0F60000I
N3GlX52Y0Z0F60000I
N4G3X1 6Y I 6I0J I 6F60000r
N5G3X- I 6Y I 6I- I 6J0F60000r
N6GIX-52Y020F60000r
N7GlX0Y72Z0F60000I
N8G2X40Y40I40J0F60000 r

N9GlX52Y0Z0F60000I
Nl0GlX0Y-6820F60000I
N I 1 G3Xl 6Y- I 611 6J0F60000r
N I 2G3X I 6Y I 6l0J I 6F60000r
Nl3GlX0Y68Z0F60000I
Nl4GlX52Y0z,0F60000r
N I 5 G2X40Y-40I0J-40F60000I
Nl6GlXOY-72Z;0F60000t
Nl7GlX-52Y020F60000I
N I 8G3X- I 6Y- I 6I0J- I 6F60000r

a
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N I 9c3X1 6Y- I 61 1 6J0F60000r
N20GlX52Y0Z0F60000I
N2lGlX0Y-6020F60000I
N22GlX-92Y020F60000I
N23G1X0Y6820F60000I
N24G3X- I 6Y1 6I- I 6J0F60000r
N25G3X- 1 6Y- I 6I0J- I 6F60000r
N26GlX0Y-6820F60000r
N27GIX-92Y020F60000 r

The X-Y recorder output resulting from executing the above program is shown in Fig. 5. The
figure shows a medium quality output. This is due to the open loop nature of the recorde, driver
and the inherent error in the 8-bit digital output. The latter is estimated to be no less than 2 mm
per bit. However, the prime objective oi this experimental work is to demonstrate the overall
software and machine applicability performance. In real CNC machines, however, the driver will
operate in closed loop with higher digital bit resolution.

32

30

Point Fig. (a) The test part. Fig. (5) The recorder output for the test part.

CONCLUSIONS
A modular and a cost- effective CNC machine software has been designed, implemented, and
tested. To veriff the operation of the control software, it has been applied to control an X-Y
recorder, simulating a CNC machine. The results obtained are successful
even with the relatively medium quality of the X-Y recorder output. The open loop nature of the
recorder driver is behind this medium quality of the output. Using a closed loop driver should
improve this quality.
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APPENDIX A
Flow charts of the Interpolation and Feedrate and Positioning Routines
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routine

routlne
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Notes:
'X, Y, ard Z are the required incremental

distances in the x, y, and z axes,

respectively.

'L is the length of the line.

FigA.( I ) Flow chart of linear
Notes:
'X2 and Y2 are the incremental distances to the x

and y coordinates of the circular arc end point.

'Xc and Yc are the incremental distances to the x

and y coordinates of the center point of the

circular arc.

Fig A. (2) Flow chart of circular
interpolation routine.

routine.

Note:
t X, Y, and Z are the required

incremental dislances in the x,

FigA. (3) Flow chart of
positioning routine.
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APPENDIX B
circuit diagram of the interface circuit used for the experimental tests,
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Fig. B.(1) Implemented circuit diagram,
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